
 

 

PERFECT IMAGES HOME/ BUSINESS INSURANCE INVENTORY VIRTUAL 

TOUR PRICE LIST 

Home Starts at $149.00* 

Business Starts at $199.00* 

Perfect Images Tours are perfect for documenting all of the valuables within your home/ business!  

EACH HOME/BUSINESS INVENTORY TOUR INCLUDES: 

 Up to 30 rooms featured of your choice  

 Both 360 panoramic and still images 

 One full year of secure tour hosting  

 2 Virtual tour CD’s for offsite storage  

 Insurance Company contact information 

* Mileage prices may apply 

ADDITIONAL YEAR OF THIRD PARTY HOSTING $39.00 (HIGHLY RECOMMNEDED) NOW FREE 

 



 

Update your inventory 

Keeping your home inventory virtual tour stored on our servers in Dallas TX., not only adds an additional layer 

of protection for you, it will allows you to periodically update your tour, and receive a photography discount 

off of your original purchase price 

Up to 10 scenes: PANORAMIC, snapshot or a combination of both with your home inventory virtual tour at a 

discount rate of $100.00 for home and $150.00 for Business. 

 

HOME/ BUSINESS INVENTORY VIRTUAL TOUR UPDATE $100.00 / $150.00 (OPTIONAL) 

Your home/business, items and collectables will change over the years. It is very important to keep 

your Home/ business inventory tour up to date. As long as your virtual tour is stored in our secured servers, 

we can update your tour and get you a new set of CD’s for safe keeping.  

Each update includes: 

 Up to 10 new scenes or replacements 

 2 Virtual tour CD’s for offsite storage  

 insurance company contact information  

PERFECT IMAGES SNAPSHOT PACKS $25.00 (5 SNAPS $5.00) 

If 30 scenes are not enough for your home inventory tour, add a snap shot pack to your virtual 

tour.  These images are high resolution burned onto your CD for safe keeping along with your home virtual 

tour.  

Each snap shot pack comes with 5 high resolution images for a complete insurance virtual tour. 

 

Three easy ways to place your orders with us: 

 Order from Website at www.360perfectimages.com  

 Order by telephone: 7725592364 or 772696- 2670 

 Email order to: 360perfectimages@gmail.com 
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